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Evan Groom Rock Band entertains the crowd. (Photos by Dave Hegnauer) 
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Scott Jackson calls for a vote. 
New dean and financial aid director named 
University Vice-President lames 
Clifford announced the appointment 
of a new dean of students and a new 
director of financial aid Wednesday. 
Filling the positions will be the 
Rev. J. Gordon Verplank, Chaplain at 
Claremont Colleges in California and 
Steven Thorndill, director of Finan- 
. 	 cial Aids at Saint Xavier College in 
Chicago respectively. 
Both men have accepted the 
positions by phone and it is expected 
that both men will be on campus by 
mid-summer. 
Verplank is a United Presbyterian 
minister and has ten years experience 
with higher education. Verplank is in-
terested in the feminist movement. 
 
While at Claremont, .Verplank in-
stituted a troika chaplaincy, with a 
Catholic priest and a rabbi. 
Both men were selected after an 
extensive evaluation process which 
sifted hundreds of names. Both men 
were brought to campus before their 
selection so various groups could 
meet them.  
Test anxiety is a continuing problem 
Inside 
Spring's here and with it comes nice weather, flowers, 
classes outdoors, and the annual chemical spraying of 
the campus. 
Story, page 3. 
SongwriterfSinger Randy Newman is not as popular as 
he should he. 
Review, page 9. 
The future looks bright for the UPS women's tennis 
team. 
Story page 11. 
By BETSY CAMPBELL 
For most people, there is some anxiety involved in a test 
situation, according to Joe Long, an intern with the UPS 
counseling center. But for some, he says, the anxiety can 
reach a point where the student goes "completely blank". 
For these students, Long recently offered a six-week 
seminar aimed at learning a new response to taking tests. 
"Anxiety is merely a way of mobilizing ourselves," Long 
said. "It's a way of energizing ourselves to deal with the 
situation. Some people use the energy to improve their 
performance, but at that point it's no longer 'anxiety'. 
"Anxiety occurs when you're worried about what's 
going to happen if you fail. You can learn to use anxiety 
and make it a positive experience." 
In weekly 90-minute sessions, Long says he used two 
approaches to overcome test anxiety. Relaxation training, 
he points out, enables the student to release tension and 
create the feeling of being rested. By systematically ten-
sing and relaxing all the areas of the body, students "ex-
perience their own capacity for relaxing themselves." The 
University of Florida student says visualizations were 
used to "rehearse" the events leading up to the test. 
Beginning with the announcement, the student can 
"moment by moment go through the experience of the 
test." Long says the test experience can be visualized 
when calm. 
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Student rally and concert protests faculty .grading vote 
By MARK LYON 
A noon protest rally against the new 
plus/minus grading policy drew an estimated 
250 students to the SUB lounge Tuesday. 
The rally, held in connection with the Cam-
pus Showcase presentation of rock group Evan 
Groom, was called to help gauge student 
response to the faculty grading policy vote April 
26, according to ASUPS President Fred Grimm. 
That vote reaffirmed a faculty decision last 
spring to allow distinctions of plus or minus on 
final grades with a corresponding effect on  
grade point average. 
Students at the rally expressed an over-
whelming opposition to the new grading policy. 
In response to a call for hands by Business Vice 
President Scott Jackson, almost everyone 
present indicated opposition to the plus/minus 
system. One person indicated support for the 
new system. 
Among the complaints expressed in the open 
mike discussion were that plus/minus would 
make grading too subjective, and that there was 
a lack of student input in the decision about 
the new grading policy. 
Some students have charged that the faculty 
unfairly dismissed a survey which found 52 per-
cent of those interviewed opposed to the 
plus/minus system. The report was criticized by 
the faculty for faulty design and for an 
inadequate number in the sample. 
Terry Titmus, an ADVOCATE eitor, said that 
faculty gracing vote was part of a greater pattern 
in which student input is ignored in major 
university decisions. "The students have been 
systematically disenfranchised," Titmus said. 
Criticism of the plus/minus system itself cen-
tered around the subjective nature of grading. 
Students argued that in many courses the dif-
ference between an A— and a B+ is im-
possible to judge. "No matter how thin you 
slice it, it's still bologna," argued one irate 
student . 
Grimm gave a short history of the grading con-
troversy and suggested that a petition to call 
another faculty meeting be circulated among 
faculty members. Under present procedure a 
full faculty meeting can be called by the  
university president, the Faculty Senate or a 
petition with 20 faculty signatures calling for a 
meeting. 
Grimm also called for suggestions from the 
students, but received no response. 
Some students were unimpressed by the 
mood of the rally "This looks like the business 
school's approach to a radical rally," said  
senior Dave Peterson .  
Political Science department chairperson Bill 
Hobson, a member of the Students for a 
Democratic Society (SDS) in the 60's, 
agreed that rally was "not like the old days." 
"Maybe I ought to offer a Winterim on 
Radical Rally Rhetoric," he joked. 
"The goal of the exercise is to use the rehearsal. Then, 
in the test, anxiety is reduced to a manageable level  " 
Long explains. 
"The person is learning to trust himself or herself. Part 
of that trust is a realization that they have some effect on 
how they respond to situations. 
"The seminar doesn't cure anything, and people have 
to practice what's presented. Nobody's life is going to be 
different unless they have the desire and create the space 
to be relaxed. The seminar is only going to be as important 
as a person allows oneself to be in his or her life." 
Academic pressures may be one of the factors which 
has led to suicide attempts on other college campuses. 
Stories about suicides during finals week on high pressure 
Eastern campuses are common. Closer to home, the Cen-
tral Washington State College Crier recently published a 
series of articles on campus suicides. However, on the 
UPS campus, Tom Meyer, director of the counseling cen-
ter, points out that no suicides have been committed in 
his 15 years here. 
Meyer says suicide attempts haven't occured during 
finals week. "There is no data," Meyer says. "to give us 
any clear indication of cause and effect about suicidal at-
tempts on this campus." 
If not academic pressures, what makes a person want 
to commit suicide? According to a Tacoma Crisis Line 
staff member who preferred not to be named, these 
people see no other way out of their problelms. "the 
pressures have built up, and suicide is their solution to 
handling the problem. The person has usually reached 
the end of their resources, and has already turned to 
their friends. They feel driven to take this way out " 
Long says a problem might arise if students don't have 
many ways to "validate" themselves, to show that they 
are worthwhile. If students have no other experiences, 
such as athletics, then "to fail puts a big question mark on 
who they are." 
"Ultimately," Long says, "love for self is in question." 
MOB SCENE. By 9:45 a.m.Wednesdayall the allotted housing in 
Andersoraangdon, Regester and Harrington dormitories had 
been claimed. Wednesday was when this year's freshmen got to 
sign-up for their choices. Many students slept in the SUB lounge 
to be first in line. Over 125 were waiting when registration began 
at 9 a.m. Those that were too late had to settle for a waiting list 
and promises of, "We've got to analyze the situation." 
Musical houses anyone? 
	
Vice President lames Clifford set 
	
be living in the top floor of Seward 
off a round of musical houses when which now holds independent 
he made a decision over the future of women. 
	
the Theta Chi house earlier this week. 	 Langlow House, after being 
	
The Sigma Chi fraternity will now 	 vacated by the Sigma Chi's will be 
	
reside in the old Theta Chi house. The 	 turned over the Living/Learning 
	
houseless Theta Chi's will be living in 
	
Program. 
	
the upper floors of Schiff hall, 	 Clifford said the housing decisions 
	
currently the residence of the Chi 
	
have "Met the housing groups growth 
Omegas. The Chi Omegas will 
	
needs better than in the past." 
Dr. Michael Curley .  
AFROTC attends enclave Curley receives endowment 
Dr. Michael Curley, professor of 
English, comparative literature and 
Latin at UPS since 1971, has been 
awarded a National Endowment for 
the Humanities Fellowship in 
Residence for College Teachers for 
the academic year 1977-78, the third 
year in a row a UPS faculty member 
has received the award.  
Curley will attend a seminar on 
"Myth and History in Roman 
Literature" sponsored by the Depar-
tment of Classics at the University of 
Texas at Austin. 
In addition, he will complete a 
translation of the Medieval Latin 
Physicologus, one of the most impor-
tant and influential writings on 
natural philosophy of the Middle 
Ages. He will add notes and an in-
troduction to his translation. 
Mortar Board taps 
29 new members 
Twenty-nine students were tapped 
to be the new members of the UPS 
Otlah Chapter of Mortar Board this 
spring. The students were in-
dividually recognized at the spring 
banouet recently and then gathered 
a reception at President and Mrs 
Philip Phibbs' home. Last year's Mor-
tar Boarder and other Mortar Board 
alumni were at the reception to 
welcome the new chapter members 
and their parents A short initiation 
ceremony was conducted by Julie 
Yeager and Celeste Norris. 
The 1977-78 Otlah group has a 
unique characteristic in that four of 
its members: Julie Fogle, lune 
Fothergill, Connie Keen and Scott 
Pendarvis, will be traveling on the 
Pacific Rim Study Abroad Program. 
Other members of the 1977-78 
Mortar Board include Julie Allais, 
Elsa Brueggeman, Steve Conroy, 
Ellen Danes, Cindy Deale, Margaret 
E lof son and Bob Emerson. 
Also, Kathryn Eubanks, Beth Fegin, 
Mario Forte, Bart Hawkins, Vallerie 
Johnson and.Bryce Kennedy 
Also, Victoria Klein, 	 Eileen 
Lawrence, B:11 Monson, Ted Manos. 
Ann Maloney, and David Phillips. 
Also, Karen Searls, Alice Sigur-
dson, Jane Shiers, Joyce Tamashiro, 
lune Thomasson and Shelley Witty. 
Crime week slated 
Awareness of the problem is the 
best deterent to crime, according to 
Safety/Security, which is why they 
are conducting crime prevention 
week beginning May 8. 
On May 10, and 11 from 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. the Tacoma Police Depar-
tment crime prevention van will be in 
the paring lot at the south end of 
!ones Hall. The UPS liaison officer 
Bob Brown and tpd crime prevention 
officer will be present. 
Members of the UPS Ralph Brown 
Squadron of the Arnold Air Society 
and Angel Flight recently attended 
the Arnold Air Society National Con-
clave in new Orleans, LA, 
The Arnold Air Society members 
were Doug Shippy, Mark Hoffman, 
Mike Redley and Rick Johnson. The 
Angel Flight representatives were 
Barb Hunter, Cathy Shaw, Linda 
Gallup, Sina Nelson, Sue Roberts and 
Glenda Roberson. 
Barb Hunter, Angel Flight Area 
Commander, received the "Outstan-
ding ARea Commander Award" Her 
area consists of the Angel Flights at 
UPS, the University of Washington, 
Wahington State University, Mon-
tana State University, the University 
of Oregon, Oregon State University 
and teh University of Portland. 
The Arnold Air Society is a cadet 
service organization which is spon-
sored by the Air Force Association. 
Members of the Angel Flight are not 
connected with the Air Force but,  
they are active supporters of the Ar-
nold Air Society and the Air Force 
Association. Both organizations sup-
port the Air Force, AFROTC and the 
community by means of service 
projects. 
This year's national project is to 
support the family through par-
ticipation in programs such as the Big 
Brohter/Big Sister programs, man-
ning crisis lines, etc. 
Next year's National Conclave will 
be held in Phoenix, Arizona. 
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• New faculty vote urged 
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SPRING THEFT. Alas, the front tire of one bicycle is still at the 
SUB where the owner chained it. The rest of the bicycle though, 
has vanished. A few spaces away was a 10 speed with it's front 
tire missing. SafetylSecurity is investigating. (Photo by Karl OhIs) 
By MARK LYON 
The Student Senate asked ASUPS President Fred Gimm 
to "go through the proper channels to request another 
meeting of the full faculty to reconsider the April 26 
grading policy vote. 
Under present university policy a full faculty meeting 
can be called by the president, the Faculty Senate or by a 
petition signed by 20 faculty members. 
The request came after a lengthy discussion of student 
dissatisfaction with the faculty's decision to go ahead 
with the controversial plus/minus grading system. 
Professors John Magee (philosophy), Robert Albertson 
(religion) and Terry Cooney (history) also participated in 
the discussion at Grimm's request. 
Much of the argument centered around the low faculty 
attendance at the faculty meeting. Cooney agreed that 
there should have been better attendance at the faculty 
meetings. "A good number did not attend simply out of 
boredom or apathy," he said 
Magee added, however, that any democratic institution 
suffers from this same problem "If every time there was a 
close vote on an issue we went out and polled the absent 
members it would paralyze the system," Magee. 
Another issue was the grading survey compiled by the 
Student-Faculty Grading Policy review Committee 
Several members felt that the faculty had not properly 
considered the report. 
All three faculty members agreed that the report, which 
found 52 percent of students opposed to plus/minus, was 
a valid measure of student mood despite problems in data  
correlation and sample size. However, Magee argued that 
student surveys alone could not determine grading policy 
The Academic Standards Committee recommended what 
they felt was a fairer system (plus/minus)," he said. 
Magee explained that grading decisions by tradition 
have always been made by the faculty. "Nowhere does 
the faculty not have that power," he stated. 
"If we were to put grading decisions in the hands of the 
students," the philosopher added, "It would ensure you 
wouldn't get into graduate school." 
Magee said that if the students were to make grading 
policy, the value of grades earned at UPS would become 
meaningless. 
In other action Tuesday, the Senate heard a report from 
the students who participated in the phone interviews 
with the final dean of students candidates. Executive Vice 
President Jeff Koontz said the students made comments 
and offered opinions about the candidates but did not 
make a group recommendation or participate in the final 
decision. 
The senate also made several appointments to univer-
sity committees Sarah George and Brian Mayer were ap-
pointed to the curriculum committee, Holly Ferrell and 
Liz Flexer to the academic standards committee, and Dan 
Seelye, Craig Nelson and Ellen Noble to the athletic 
committee. 
Also, Susan Lloyd was appointed to the buildings and 
grounds committee, Brian Brouillet to the planning and 
priority committee and Lloyd Zimmerman to the Faculty 
Senate 
Senate letter censures faculty vote 
r". 
Editor's Note - The following is the complete text of the ASUf'S Senate's 
resolution protesting the reinstatement of the plus/minus grading policy. It was 
addressed to all faculty members. 
In the light of the April 26 faculty decision to allow the plus/minus grading 
change to stand, contrary to the wishes of the majority of UPS stuc'xnts polled 
in the Grading Policy Survey, the ASUPS Senate feels compell..ri to censure 
the UPS faculty for their action on this matter. 
This betrayal of our trust underscores the systematic disenfrar - hisement of 
the student body from decisions that vitally affect them. Esen after the 
students successfully worked to secure a voice in policy making processes, it is 
sadly apparent that their voice was ignored. 
It seems anthithetical to us, that faculty members who are quick to exploit 
student apathy in a cicious attempt to question the credibility of student in-
put, have no quallms about enacting vital legislation based on the votes of less 
than 60 faculty members. The fact that the same body rejected the oppor-
tunity to poll the entire faculty only serves to further illustrate the hypocrisy of 
the situation. We appreciate the efforts of those faculty members who attem- 
Washington citizens will get a 
chance to express their views on oil 
transportation on Puget Sound in the 
final session of a three-part sym-
posium entitled "Oil in Washington 
Waters: Boon or Bane," Friday and 
Saturday, May 6-7, in the University 
of Puget Sound's Kilworth Chapel. 
Symposium directors Dr Manfred 
Vernon and Dr. James Scott noted 
strong showings of both Wahsington 
and Canadian citizens at the two 
previous portions of the conference 
held in Bellingham and Port Angeles. 
The UPS segment begins with 
registration at 8:30 a.m. Friday. 
followed by introductory remards by 
Vernon and President Philip Phibbs 
and a report by renowned Northwest 
scholar and author Murray Morgan 
on the earlier conferences. 
Other conference participants in-
clude the Honorable Robert Wen-
man, a member of the Candaian 
Parliament; Robert C.Clark Ir. of the 
National Marine Fisheries SErvice; 
By PENNY DROST 
Bugs or buds, but not both - the rationale behind "spring chemical spraying" 
on campus. may not be as debatable as some students think 
In addition, the establishment of the Gordon C. Alcorn Arboretum may 
bring even more serious implications to the controversy. 
However, some hope may be in store this year for sneezing students accor-
ding to UPS Plant Department chief Eugene Elliott. Elliott said he is confident 
the spraying processs will be handled more efficiently and with less bother this 
year 
"The agency we contract with, A-1 Spraying Service, is under new 
management this year and we hope such things as closing windows before 
spraying near buildings will be more carefully controlled," Elliott said in a 
recent interview. 
However, the process must still be done when the weather is such that 
students will want to be outside. 
Elliott also said all spray contractors in Tacoma are examined and licensed 
by the city and are strictly contgrolled by the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy 
"Fven if we (UPS) wanted to change the type of spray used, it is out of our 
hands, - Elliott continued  
pted to bring a sense of democratic justice to these proceedings Their 
realization of the essential unity of student and faculty interests serves as a 
forceful example of the interdependent nature of a University that appears to 
have been largely forgotten by others. 
The doctrine of minority rule that has found its latest expression in the 
grading policy action, must be eliminated. Students, who are the lifeblood of 
this institution, must have a larger and more powerful voice in the policy 
making process. 
Meaningless grants of minimal power will no longer fulfill the needs of a 
student to have a measure of control over the conditions of his University exix-
tence. Our confidence in the faculty to provide us with the voice has been 
severely shaken Only firm and decisive action to provide that voice can 
restore it 
The ASUPS supports democratic principles and stands ready to help with 
the institution of true commuity decision making at UPS. The plus/minus 
grading policy is an appropriate place to begin We eagerly await your reply 
Larry Bradley, Director of the State 
Energy Office, Olympia; and State 
Senator H A. "Barney" Goltz of 
Peninsula College; B Glenn Ledbet-
ter, Washington Oceanographic 
Commission; Captain Richard Malm, 
U S Coast Guard, Howard Paish, 
consultant on Energy to the British 
Columbia Government: and members 
of groups supporting and opposing 
oil transportation in Puget Sound. 
The symposium is sponsored by 
• 
Both Elliott and Biology Professor Gordon Alcorn, for whom the arboretum 
was named, conceded to the necessity of spraying campus plant life. 
"We could lose most everything but the evergreens in just one season to 
caterpillars and other insects. It would take us yhears to recover," Alcorn said 
For 35 years professor Alcorn has been working toward a "living classroom" 
on campus. The advent of the arboretum has solidified his hopes 
Master blueprints now exist for the future development of the university's 
own botanical garden with each tree and shrub carefully planted where it will 
grow best and compliment the buildings. Efforts are also being made to 
provide a strong variety of native, historical. and fossil trees 
Records will be kept on all trees and shrubs including when and where they 
were planted and by whom they were donated 
As distasteful as the annual spraying might be. Alcorn confirmed his support 
of efforts to preserve "our beautiful campus, its importance to the community, 
and its auxiliary role in student recruitment " 
"I have seen Wright Park in the downtown Tacoma area nearly destroyed 
twice, once by caterpillars, and once by bud worms 
"Such an incident," Alcorn concluded, "would be devastating to our little 
forest." 
Former Oregon 
Gov to speak at 
commencement 
Former Oregon Governor Tom 
McCall will be this year's commen-
cement speaker His address is 
scheduled for Friday, May 27, 7 p.m 
in Kilworth Chapel. 
Convocation will be Saturday, May 
28, at 2 p.m. in the Fieldhouse There 
will be sufficient seating capacity for 
relatives and friends 
The graduation rehearsal is set for 
Friday. May 27, at 4 p m in the 
Fieldhouse. All students are urged to 
attend the rehearsal to ensure under-
standing of the procession and 
seating arrangements. 
Academic dress is needed for 
graduation Caps and gowns may be 
purchased from the university 
bookstore between Mav 16 and May 
27 The cost is 511 04 for bachelor's 
degree candidates and 513.16 for 
master's degree candidates. Caps and 
gowns will not be available for 
pickup on graduation day 
Master's candidates will receive 
their hoods in the processional line 
and must return them to the 
registrar's office 
Candidates for degrees will report 
in cap and gown to the area between 
Jones Hall and the Music Building no 
later than 1 p.m. Saturday. 
Women should be sure to bring a 
safety pin to tack down the collar of 
the graduation gown Also, they 
should be aware that there are no 
provisions for purses during the 
ceremony 
Participants are invited to a recep-
tion for the graduates, their families 
and friends at the President's home, 
3500 North 18th Street, immediately 
following the commencement exer-
cises. In case of inclement weather, 
the reception will be held in the 
Great Hall of the Student Center. 
"The Last Lunch" will be held in 
the Great Hall Saturday, May 28 
from 11 to 1 for graduates, their 
guests, and faculty Graduates will be 
issued only two guest tickets. Tickets 
are available in the Food Service Of-
fice in the Student Center beginning 
May 15 Additional tickets may be 
purchased. 
Oil symposium to be held this weekend at UPS 
the Center for Pacific Northwest 
Studies at Western Washington State 
College through a grant from the 
Washington Commission for the 
Humanities 
Co-sponsors are UPS, the WWSC 
Bureau for Faculty Research, Penin-
sula College and the Bellingham 
Chalpter for the League of Women 
Voters 
The event is free and open to the 
public 
Plant dent works bugs out of sprayinq 
Law students join legal frat 
Twenty-six UPS law school students were initiated into Phi Delta Phi Inter-
national Legal Fraternity recently as the fraternity installed the Lander Inn of 
Phi Delta Phi at the UPS Law School The formal installation of the Inn. the 
108th in the fraternity, was held at the Washington State Court of Appeals, 
Second Division 
Presiding over the installation was Phi Delta Phi Fraternity President Henry 
A Berliner, Jr., a Washington D.C. attorney. Presiding with him were Seattle 
attorneys C. Henry Heckendorn, past president of the fraternity, and R. 
Thomas Olsen, a member of the fraternity's council, Bruce F. Meyers, law 
school associate dean, and Judge Eugene A. Wright of the Ninth circut US 
Court of Appeals. 
Wright and Meyers were made honorary members of Inn at UPS along 
with Seattle attorney John N. Rupp. All three honorary members have a son or 
daughter attending the law school who were initiated into the fraternity with 
them. The event was the first time in Phi Delta Phi's 108 year history that 
parents were made honorary members at the initiation of their offspring. 
Also attending the initiation were Federal District Court judge George 
Boldt; judges Harold J. Petrie, Vernon A. Pearson and Edward P. Reed of the 
Washington State Court of Appeals; UPS Chancellor Dr. R. Franklin Thom-
pson, UPS Financial vice president Lloyd Stuckey, and law school dean 
Wallace Rudolph. 
Phi Delta Phi International legal Fraternity was founded in 1969 and was 
the first professional fraternity in the United States. It is committed to instilling 
in its members the proper respect for the law and promoting a higher standard 
of professional ethics and culture in law schools and the profession at large. 
With over 95,00 members, the fraternity's membership list 
. includes seven 
of the nine justices of the US Supreme Court, six presidents of the United 
States, and 22 members of the US Senate. The fraternity also has inns in 
Canada and Mexico. 
Lander Inn at the UPS School of Law was founded as a colony of the 
fraternity in January of this year. The namesake is Edward Lander, the first 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the Washington Territory Lander served 
in that position from 1854 to 1857. 
Christian speaker to deliver message 
8:00 Tuesday, May 24 
9:00 Wednesday, May 25 
10:00Thursday, 
	 May 
11:00Friday, 
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12:00 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
4:00 and after: Exam held during 
The Final Exam Period is 
Two-period classes will hold the 
class period. 
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regular class time. 
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final exam at the time assigned for the first 
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Final Exam Time 
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9:00 - 11:00 	 2:00 - 4:00 
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neigy 3aver of the 
Great Hall (photo at left). The lights are left 
off for most meals and most of the day. 
Named "Energy Hog of the Week" is the 
ry. 	 Smite liguta 	 percent 
more electricity than the direct 
 lighting found 
every where else on campus. (Photos 
 by Keith 
Bauer) 
Schedule set for UPS Parent's Weekend Friday, May 13 
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"He ignores us at home, he ignores us here." 
The way to expand intellectual 
capacities, says a Christian Science 
lecturer, is to understand our 
relationship with God. 
Joh Richard C. Kenyon from Lon-
don, England, who will speak in Gail 
Day Chapel, second floor, Jones Hall, 
at UPS on May 12 at 8 p.m. says that 
understanding God as the unlimited 
intelligence from which all creative 
ideas originate, frees man from 
limited human reasoning and gives 
him access to fresh insights and 
vision. His subject is "Though-
Expanding Metaphysics." 
Through expanding one's underst-
anding of God, he continues, 
"spiritual sense develops and this is 
truly a metaphysical sense, beyond 
the range of the physical senses." 
This, he says is the same "Christian 
metaphysics" practiced by jesus and 
because it is Christian, "it isn't ab- 
Lawrence M Friedman, professor 
at Stanford Law School and winner of 
this year's Coif Award, will deliver 
the commencement address when 
130 University of Puget Sound School 
of Law students were awarded their 
) D. degrees Sunday, May 1 
The event, held at 2 p.m. in Mason 
United Methodist Church, was the  
stract and remote but is practical in 
meeting the needs of human beings." 
Kenyon amplifies this point with a 
reference from the deonomination's 
textbook, Science and Health with 
Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker 
Eddy: "A knowledge of the Science 
of being develops the latent abilities 
and possibilities of man. It extends 
the atmosphere of thought, giving 
mortals access to broader and higher 
realms. It raises the thinkerinto his 
native air of insight and per-
spicacity " Mrs. Eddy founded the 
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston 
in 1879. 
A graduate of Cambridge Univer-
sity, England, and a member of The 
Christian Science Board of Lec-
tureship, Kenyon's lecture is being 
sponsored by the Christian Science 
Organizatoin at University of Puget 
Sound. 
UPS Law School's third annual spring 
commencement. 
Dr Thomas A. Davis, dean of the 
university, and Wallace M. Rudolph, 
dean of the law school, presented the 
candidates to Dr. Philip M. Phibbs, 
UPS president and professor of 
political science, who confered the 
degrees .  
Student Lounge in Student Union 
Building. Check-in with Spurs, our 
Women's Service Honorary. Detailed 
information, special event tickets, 
and a welcoming cup of coffee. 
9:30 a.m. to 11 a m. - Brunch, 
President's Home, Dr. and Mrs Phib-
bs Parents and students welcome 
10:00 a.m. to 5 p.m - Outdoor Pot 
and Print Sale, Kittredge Hall. (Rain -
Kilworth Chapel) 
1 p.m. to 2 p m. - Tour of new 
Physical Therapy Department 
Facilities Tour of Musoilm of Natural 
History in Thompson Science Center. 
2 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Regester Lecture 
Reception, Kilworth Chapel, 
featuring Mortar Board, our outstan-
ding women scholars, faculty from 
various departments, and lecturer 
Jeffrey Bland. 
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. - Regester Lecture, 
Kilworth Chapel with Professor Jef-
frey Bland of the UPS Chemistry 
Department. The topic will be "Ex-
ploring the Mechanisms of Aging." 
4:30 p.m. - Opening of IMU Pit, 
next to Alumni House. The pig to be 
served at the luau has been baking in 
the pit all night. Time to open the pit 
and finish preparations for the luau. 
4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. - Luau, Great 
Hall, SUB. A chance to eat authentic 
Hawaiian food prepared by UPS 
Students from the Islands. Many 
hours are spent roasting the pig, 
preparing fresh pineapple flown in 
specially from Hawaii and decorating 
the Great Hall. Only 800 tickets 
available for non-students 
	
8 p.m 	 - Hawaiian Show, 
Fieldhouse. Always an outstanding 
performance by UPS Hawaiian 
students displaying their culture, past 
and present through beauty, song, 
dance, and fun. 
8 p m. - The Lark, Inside Theatre, 
Jones Hall. 
Sunday, May 15 
10 a m to 12:30 p m.  - Complimen-
tary Brunch, Great Hall or Union 
Avenue Complex 
Morning Hours - Music Depar-
tment, Recital Hall A selection of 
vocal and instrumental presentations 
E veryone is welcome to attend. 
Here is the schedule for Parent's 
Weekend: 
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. - Registration, 
Student Lounge in Student Union 
Building. Check-in with Spurs, our 
Women's Service Honorary. Detailed 
information, special event tickets. 
and a welcoming cup of coffee await 
you Parents are welcome and en-
couraged to attend their student's 
classes during the day 
Noon to 5 p.m - Outdoor Pot and 
Print Sale, Kittredge Hall. (Rain -
Kilworth  Chapel) An opportunity to 
view and buy ceramics and prints 
created by UPS art students. 
4 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - Tour of Museum 
of Natural History in Thompson 
Science Center. Tour of new Physical 
Therapy Department Facilities. 
8 p.m - The Lark, Inside Theatre, 
Jones Hall. Presented by the UPS 
Drama Department. Reserve seats 
are available in advance at a reduced 
price for parents. 
 
8:15 p.m. Choral Concert, Mason 
United Methodist Church.  
Saturday, May 14 
8 30 a m to 2 p m - Registration, 
Law school graduates get their degrees 
1 
or your own u 	 u color poster of the Runniu .one. address. and $2 to: Rainier Brewing Company. 3100 Airport Way South. Seattle, Washington 98134. 
Old World adventure came to Seattle's Pioneer Square recently —
and urban concrete and cobblestOnes resonated with the sound of 
galloping feet — when a whole case of Mountain Fresh Rainiers 
ran through Seattle's alleyways and byways. Fresh and friendly, 
the Rainiers also proved remarkably elusive, leaving thousands 
of intrepid runners and other eager beer aficionados to ponder 
the ways of nature and brewing. Why do the Rainiers run? No 
definitive answer has yet emerged, but scholars, philosophers, 
and beer friends everywhere consider this question the 
primary topic of intelligent discourse. 
  
  
Letters 
Grading survey imperfect, but valuable 
TRAIL EDITORIAL 
heat Of floor debate on legislative 
proposals This same sequence 
describes other parliamentary 
groups, from state legislatures to 
university faculties. 
The Grading Policy Committee had 
no basis for assuming the faculty 
would act consistently with the sur-
vey results. and would not have even 
if the survey had been technically 
perfect. The committee might have 
benefited from a prior visit to the 
faculty in order to gain a clear in-
dictation of the probable role the sur-
vey would likely play in the faculty's 
ultimate decision At the very least 
the committee and the student body 
should understand that it is possible 
to accept a research finding in good 
faith, to consider it, and then to act in 
an apparently contrary manner 
On the other hand, some of the 
current bitterness might have been 
avoided had the faculty not appeared 
to be so glib in its rejection of the 
survey results. The survey was imper-
fect, yet did contain valuable input 
At the very least, the faculty might 
have responded to the Grading Policy 
Committee by saving, "We thank you 
for your work, and we will take it into 
consideration as we act." It is very 
probable that, had the committee 
come to the faculty with less tangible 
evidence of its work, the response 
would have been. "We wanted 
systematic input from all sectors of 
the student body - why didn't You 
conduct a survey?" 
John M. Finney 
Registrar & Director 
of Institutional Research 
To 'I he Editor: 
Recent 	 controversy 	 over 
plus!minus grading has created 
several issues which warrant com-
ment These issues. addressed briefly 
below. include (1) the quality of the 
Grading Policy Committees student 
,iirvey (21 my role as registrar in 
helping with that survey, and (3) the 
r-,,!# , of research more generally in 
legislative action of any kind 
(11 I he Grading Policy Commit- 
t Ort'C student survey is a valid 
assessment of the responses of 281 
LIPS students to questions put to 
them he the student interviewers. 
Descriptively, the research is intact 
The fact that only 281 or 498 students 
tginalfy selected into the sample 
actually polled, means that as a 
e for going beyond description. 
as a device for making inferences 
student body as a whole. the 
faces problems of unknown 
This problem is faced by vir- 
e every survey reported in the 
+1 is a lot of hot air 
The plus/minus grading issue is being blown up to ridiculous 
proportions. 
The orange "crisis" leaflet and the Student Senate's 
resolution to the faculty were both exercises in hyperbolic 
overkill, lots of huffing and puffing and caustic phrases about 
more student rights, but little substance. 
This is all understandble, of course. There has been very 
little to get excited about this year, so why not plus and 
minus? 
Still, the arguments being thrown around just don't stand up 
under scrutiny. It has been charged that student grade point 
averages will be lowered with pluses and minuses. This cer-
tainly doesn't carry much weight with the faculty, who reason 
that students should get the grades they deserve. Also, looking 
at the student body as a whole, one would tind, come grading 
time. an equal distribution of pluses and minuses. 
Realistically though, a few points one way or another on a 
GPA aren't going to make that much difference. It's nice to 
have a high one, but a graduate soon finds that potential em-
ployers just don't care about grades. Graduate schools look at 
student's total range of activities and accomplishments in 
college. 
All the cries of student power, that students should get 
what they want because they pay 90 percent of university 
costs, smack of extreme.immaturity. 
If students really want a say in decision-making, there are 
avenues open through the committee process. The problem so 
far has been that they've been too apathetic to _ get aggresivelv 
involved. 
Student opinion is extremely fickle and easy to manipulate. 
Students can be hyped up over a particular issue'(over 100 showed 
up for the December faculty meeting where the plus/minus 
moratorium was imposed) and then, over the following mon-
ths, show absolutely no sustained interest in trying to reslove 
it. 
When the plus/minus committee was formed, I thought they 
were going to study the philosophical and practial pros and 
cons of the issue and come back with a recommendation. in-
stead, they delivered a half-completed poll. On the basis of 
this they recommended the policy be abolished. No wonder 
the faculty shot it down. 
It's no surprise to me that over half the students polled were 
against plus/minus. I don't see how many students could be in 
favor of something that could potentially lower their all-
important CPA's. 
In all the ruckus, another more compelling reason for not 
having plus/minus has been overlooked., 
Grading is a highly subjective process. There are no stan-
dards that blanket all disciplines and tell exactly how much 
and what quality work a student has to do to get a particular 
grade. The decision is left up to the individual teacher. 'B' 
work on one professor's scale could be 'C' work on another's. 
You don't improve an imperfect system by just dividing it 
into more categories. Plus/minus only compounds the dif-
ficulties and unfairness. Better to continue to lump it all 
together in groad areas, keep what uniformity there is rather 
than create additional divisions. 
For his reason alone, the faculty should reconsider. their 
decision. 
Karl Ohls 
Editor 
member with considerable survey 
research experience, I (a.) suggested a 
telephone survey as being the fairest 
medium for generating systematic 
student input on plusTminus grading, 
fh I suggested a format for the stan-
dardized interview schedule (c I 
provided (as registrar) a list of 498 
randomly selected names, and (d.) 
discussed briefly with Gina Innocenti 
and Debbie Vincent (student direc-
tors of the grading survey) an initial 
draft of the interview schedule. 
I did not have control over the 
final draft of the questionnaire, the 
training or supervision of the inter 
viewers, nor the tabulation analysis, 
and interpretations of the data I 
regret having encouraged the Com-
mittee to undertake a project 
requiring considerable expertise to 
execute, when I did not have the time 
to provide close and detailed input 
at all crucial steps. At the same time 
it is my opinion that the survey 
provided data credible enough to be 
seriously considered, along with 
other Inoue in the faculty action on 
plusiminus grading. 
(3) It is one of the occupational 
hazards of professional researchers 
that they can never know ahead of 
time to what degree their findings 
will he taken into account by a 
legislative group in the course of its 
deliberations The Congress spehds 
millions of dollars each year for 
research which is often ignored in the 
By JOHN MAGEE 
Philosophy Dept. Chairman 
The ASUPS Student Senate sent to the faculty a cen-
sure for its action regarding the grading system. Though 
 I 
believe we have wasted too much time talking about the 
grading system, this censure raises a larger question that 
deserves some analysis, namely, the meaning of 
'democracy', and 'participation' in our academic com-
munity. 
Let me begin by saying that  I favored suspending the 
action of a year ago because students had not been 
adequately consulted and that my vote to sustain that ac-
tion at this time was thoroughly in the spirit of considering 
student opinion. Throughout the debate much of the main 
problem was forgotten because we had forgot the 
deliberations over the year. Student participation was 
asked for and the input tended to support rather than up-
set the arguments then put forward. The main problem at 
that time was not grading, as such, but concern about the 
so-called grade-inflation that, like inflation, generally was 
destroying the value of the grade currency. The main in-
put of students at this time was to the effect that the older 
system of straight letters would "help" them. The only 
meaning I can put on that is that they perceived the 
straight letter system as likely to give them a better GPA, 
which when considered statistically is a form of inflation. 
Their vote, representative or not, seems to me to have this 
meaning. At no time did we get new input on how to han-
dle the basic problem. 
The question of whether the old or new system is a 
more just or more rational method seems to me to be 
about a stand-off. Those who cannot make the distinc-
tions required for plus and minus can still give s traight 
grades. I'm rather sick of discussing grades as such 
because I've not heard any significant alternatives over 
the years that would work any better or as well The whole 
thing seems to me to he a kind of group counseling by 
students and fauculty who have strong feelings that need 
to be expressed, leaving the results about where we are .  
But now to the censure The ASUPS speaks of "disen-
franchisement," their voice being ignored, in a "vicious" 
move marked by "hypocrisy" and so on; strong words for 
so slight an issue. I would recommend saving such 
language for wrong actions taken in bad faith on really 
important issues that bear on human welfare. 
The notion of democracy and participation is fuzzy in 
the censure letter. Are we to assume that faculty actions 
should be overturned by student opinion polls prefaced 
by only the slimmest student participation in the forums 
held to discuss the issues? The impression given the 
faculty was of little real student concern. 
Moreover, students did not offer any new ideas to meet 
the problem. Democracy  requires not only  polling; it 
requires debate on issues calculated to lead to real 
Betas say thank you 
To the Editor 
The members of Beta Theta Pi 
Fraternity would like to take this op-
portunity to thank the university for 
it's cooperation in making our par-
ticipation in National College "Pitch-
In" Week a great success 
Ray Bell, university bursar. Lloyd 
Matsunaml, housing director, were 
particularly helpful with this nation-
wide beautification campaign which 
we directed towards Tacoma Boy's 
"Home on the 11111," and their efforts 
facilitated in making the great num-
ber of available man-hours as 
productive as possible 
Pat Smith 
Beta Theta Pi 
TRAIL Letters Policy 
The TRAIL welcomes letters from 
its readers, We ask that you keep 
them brief, to the point, typed and 
double-spaced. Longer letters ad-
dresing specific concerns will be con-
sidered for our Campus Forum sec-
tion. The TRAIL does not guarantee 
Publication tinder any circumstances 
and reserves the right to reject 
material for reasons of available 
space, style or factual misrepresen-
tation, and to edit for grammar, style 
and length. Al! letters must be signed 
and include the author's phone num-
ber Submission deadline is 12 noon 
Monday for that week 's edition. 
solutions. The fact that students polled seemed to prefer 
one or the other system because if would "help" them 
with their GPA actually tells against rather than for the 
straight grade idea. I waited for such new ideas or even a 
strong show of student interest, but in vain. All  I could do 
then was to assume that the earlier debate, informed by 
careful study by a faculty committee, was the more valid 
decision. I was following the only rules of democracy that 
make any sense to me. The idea of the censure that 
"democratic justice" required only a polling of ill-
informed students who had not debated the question is 
naive about the meaning of democratic justice. 
I believe that we need a more careful arrangement for 
deliberation by the whole community on issues affecting 
that community. The President and others have been con-
cerned about these infelicities in our form of university 
governance and the faculty voted to continue a study of 
this problem. Nothing is even noted in the censure of this 
very important measure. Democracy is reduced to Plato's 
fearful mob rule if it is not designed to let wisdom into the 
process. It surely must not be equated to simple majority 
opinion where little or no rational debate is present. 
If the student want a "larger and more powerful voice in 
the policy making process" this is the time to bring strong 
and wise input to he new discussions about university 
governance. Student input must surely be more than a 
veto on faculty action. What is needed is student wisdom 
inserted at a point in the decision making process where it 
can be taken into account. 
There is also the question of what special resonsibilities 
should be vested in the various groups in the university: 
administration, faculty, students. and even alumni. 
Moreover, the process should be designed to be ef-
ficient so that endless time is not spent over every 
decision. The most inefficient procedure  I can imagine is 
for people to challenge decisions after they are made We 
will not always have our way - that too is part of the 
democratic process. It should be sufficient if we are 
listened to and that the decision is made by the group 
proper to that particular matter. if we cannot learn that 
we will never have democracy. People will become 
disillusioned by its inefficiency and either opt out from 
the process or demand a more authoritarian arrangement 
Grading seems to me to he properly a faculty decision. 
That doesn't mean it should he made unilaterally. In this 
particular decision we suspended our decision for a whole 
year to back up and listen. True we should have listened 
earlier on, but we tried to remedy that lack Then  we 
made the decision in the light of the best wisdom  we could 
muster. 
This letter should in no sense be construed as a  censure 
of the student censure.  Please accept it as a contribution to 
the kind of dialogue that should characterize a rational 
community. 
daily 	 newspapers 
	 Serious 
professional survey researchers at-
tempt to account for nonresponse 
bias in interpreting findings This skill 
comes from experience the student 
directors of the grading survey do not 
vet have. Yet the grading survey 
stands as one of the best student-
directed surveys t have seen 
anywhere. 
Because of the problems 
generated by non-response, the 
Grading Policy Committee does not 
have a survey whose findings are ap-
plicable to the entire student body it 
does, on the other hand, have a 
reasonable description of the 
opinions of a subset of 281 students, 
whose representativeness is 
unknown, 
The survey of the faculty does not 
stiffer so seriously from this same 
problem, being a survey of the entire 
population of faculty. with a very 
high response rate 
(21 As a Grading Policy Committee 
Faculty vote democratic 
1Matt McCully/Just Hamblin' 
Ghot spells fish 
I'd like to be serious for a moment 	 thank you Now, on with the 
foolishness.  
One of the main differences between a judge and an athlete is that it is a 
great accomplishment for the former to spend 20 years on the bench. 
• • 
Encouraging thought for the day' If you ever get depressed and feel un-
noticed, imagine how the person felt who played the lead in the play in Ford 
Theatre when Lincoln was shot 
• • 
If Muhlenburg College played Southern State College in football, it would 
be 'the Mules" vs. "the Muleriders", a definite mismatch 
* • 
Sports Trivia time: What is Bob Beach's claim to fame? He was the only 
player ever to pinch hit for Babe Ruth. Anybody get that one besides Cush and 
Skaz? 
• • 
Sign of the week goes to St Regis for their billboard in the heart of 
Smogsville Tacoma It reads "We don't just work here, we live here too." In 
other words, "We're not just dumb. we're really dumb." 
• • it 
When we watch television, we often see the lawyer giving the witness the 
third degree. What ever happened to the first and second degree? How come 
we always miss that part? 
• • • 
If you think the expression is - "If you think something, then you've got 
another thing coming" - then you've got another think coming. Understand? 
• • 
I refuse to spell the name of a person who writes plays the way the dic-
tionary tells me I should It doesn't make sense 
• • 
Another example of the ever-so-clear spelling of our language is pointed 
out by a French professor How do you spell "'. 
 ' G-H-O-T What? Easy' The 
Jgh) to form the •f' sound from the word "ene 	 the (0) to form the 'i' sound 
from the word "women", and the (t) to fo 	 •sh• sound from the word 
nation" It's really quite simple 
• • 
Can't decide which I detest more speed be 
	
or people putting salt on 
their watermelon Both are high on my "I, 	 old rule the world. I'd 
eliminate these things" list 
Serious thought for the week, actually. for a lifetime: Isn't it absolutely 
great to be alive? You betcha it is!!! , !!i 
Plus/Minus grading policy is no big thing 
To The Editor 
For several months, much discussion has 
been directed toward the plus/minus grading 
option. The issues discussed have had a very 
narrow focus and have tended to distort the 
view of grading as an evaluation process in 
general. Without entering into more debate on 
the specific issue of plus/minus grading, the 
whole evaluation system needs to be laced in 
the perspective in which it is actually viewed by 
universities and potential employers 
History of the Decision-making Process 
When the review of grading was undertaken 
in 1974-75, the Academic Standards Committee 
was concerned about the grading practices 
throughout the University. Grade inflation was 
a national problem threatening the credibility 
of all student evaluations. One proposal was to 
make all grades pass/fail. This did not meet 
with general support. 
What did seem reasonable to members of the 
Academic Standards Committee was to look at 
grading practices and try to develop a system 
which would reflect, as accurately as possbile, 
a student's academic career. 
To this end, several major changes were 
made in faculty policy. These changes included 
the removal of the WU (treated as an F in com-
puting GPA) for abandoning the course, the 
alteration of Incomplete and In Progress 
requirements which were not being finished by 
students with any regularity, and the adjust-
ment of withdrawal procedures which extended 
the length of time for withdrawl without record  
and the automatic W grade. 
In addition, there was  a recommendation for 
implementation of the plus/minus grading. 
While it was believed by some that plus/minus 
grading would influence grade inflation 
negatively, this has not been documented. In 
fact, the evidence from one school shows that 
the faculty gives many more plus grades than 
minus grades and the average GPA for the 
school increased. 
During the two years when the Academic 
Standards Committee and the faculty con-
sidered the grade changes, there were 
numerous opportunities for student input. 
There were voting student representatives on 
the Academic Standards Committee and the 
Faculty Senate throughout the two-year 
deliberations. 
Minutes and agenda of Senate meetings were 
sent to both the Associated Student Office and 
the TRAIL. The primary input from the student 
members concerned the desire to remove the 
WU grade, and plus/minus grading was not op-
posed at any time. The full faculty meeting in 
the spring of 1976 in which plus/mius grading 
was the primary agenda item was not attended 
by students. This past fall, the moratorium was 
enacted by the faculty in response to the 
student request to permit additional time for 
discussion of the issue. Forums were held and a 
newsletter was sent to all faculty outlining the 
arguments for both positions on the issue. The 
additional time for discussion, however, did not 
persudade the faculty that the original decision 
should be reversed. Now it is important to see 
what the grading system can potentially mean. 
GPA, Jobs, and Graduate School Admissions 
Two important uses of the transcript of any 
student are for graduate school admission and 
/or employment In both of these situations, 
GPA by itself is not the most significant factor 
considered. 
In graduate school admissions, there is 
 a 
competitive situation for admission. Most 
graduate schools have more candidates than 
can be accepted. In such a situation it is not the 
GPA alone which is crucial, but rather in com-
bination with scores on standardized tests 
(GRE, SMAT, LSAT, etc.), the letters of recom-
mendation, and the student's own written 
statement and/or interview. 
Another important consideration, especially is 
the extent to which attention is given to GPA's 
is the academic reputation of the institution 
The GPA from an instituitor, noted for its 
quality and rigor carries far more weight than 
the same or a better GPA at an institution 
which does not have a comparable reputation 
One graduate school admissions off ice has in-
dicated that plus/minus grading has not 
changed their consideration of students. 
However, non-graded systems have created 
problems of admission and, generally, students 
with pass/fail grades are less likely to be admit-
ted. 
When business firms are looking for potential 
employees, the GPA is only an initial indicator. 
Equally, and sometimes more important, are 
the actual courses taken, the letters of recom-
mendation, the extracurricular activities, and 
the leadership potential, or other social charar  
teristics of the student. Again, institutional 
reputation is a key factor by itself and in the in-
terpretation of the GPA. 
Finally, the actual performance of students 
in graduate programs or in professional em-
ployment is the primary means by which 
credibility of the GPA is built. A high CPA 
associated with a poor student performance in 
graduate school or on the job hurts the 
credibility of every student's record from the 
same University. A realistic GPA and perfor-
mance success is 
 a plus to all concerned. 
Plus/minus grading should not hamper any 
student's career objectives and, potentially, 
may be an asset. A reasonable trial period for 
the grading changes will give a track record the 
University needs to evaluate all the grade 
changes. 
Our real concerns should not he addressed to 
the marginal impact of minor variations in 
GPA on a student's future They should instead 
be directed to the two factors which will, in 
fact, be extremely important in obtaining ac-
cess to post-graduate education and 
professional employment (1)the quality of the 
education the student obtains, and (2)the 
resulting academic reputation of that in-
stitution 
Frank Peterson 
John Magee 
Wallage Rudolph 
Dick Hodges 
john LaFond 
Tom Davis 
Students nailed at faculty decision 
Dear Editor 
Students are appalled at the 
faculty's decision concerning the 
plus/minus grading policy and are 
questioning the authority of the 
facutty in making such a deter 
mination All sorts of figures have 
been preented showing evidence of 
the majority view against the indoc-
trination of the new policy. What the 
student body is doing now is arguing 
against a suppressidn of our views 
We feel that we have a definite 
stand, one which should be con , 
sidered in the final decision. 
Basic ally, the student body is waging 
a continued battle to bring to 
recognition the fact that what we 
think is important in the deter 
Initiation of policy here. The univer-
sity is for the students In essence the 
entirety of this institution should 
revolve around student input 
Although I advocate the need for 
recognition of student opinion, I feel 
that in this present issue something 
more is at stake .  
The 	 indoctrination 	 of 	 the 
plus/minus grading system is a 
limitation on my opportunity to 
claim CPA's are there, whether it be 
straight letter grades or plus and 
minus grades that determine them 
Given.. the present system of 
eyaltiation of student achievement, 
the learning process is hindered Rut 
a continued, more defined emphasis 
on grades is just leading us farther 
from the real objective to learn .  
What I'm arguing for, then, is a 
redefinition of what learning is all 
about If we honestly believe that 
learning is measured only in terms of 
the letter or number on a transcript 
then the plus/minus policy is valid. 
But if learning is something more, 
something that shuldn't he 
scrupulously measured in such ways, 
then the grading policy as  it stands -
with as little emphasis as possible - is 
the only way 
Jilt Rav itch 
Students urge action 
To The Editor 
The Faculty Senate's decision to 
allow the plus/minus grading policy 
to he implemented is clearly contrary 
to the wishes of the vast majority of 
the students. Because the students 
did not present any concrete 
proposals at the May 3 rally, we 
suggest that the following course of 
action he taken to reverse the 
plus/minus decision. 
1) A petition should be drawn up 
signed by faculty members,for the 
faculty-senate to reconsider the 
grading policy decision. 
Students should make their 
feelings known to the faculty and at-
tend the Faculty-Senate meeting 
Results of future voting should be 
published on a roll call vote basis, as 
well as those faculty members not. 
voting 
Inform the local media of thi ! 
current situation and invite them tid 
a It 	 pertinent 
Inform parents and prospective 
students of the administrationtl 
policies regarding student's rights" 
and 	 input. 
Students must realize that the 
grading policy is only part of 0103 
problem More important is the 
 adl 
ministration's complete disregard off,t 
student's input and desires. Ouil 
proposals should help alleviate the 
problems 
Dave Petersonl 
Bill Hochberg 
Warren Martin 
Concert disturbing 
Dear Editor: 
 
Last week my noon class was 
rudely disrupted by the noise which 
came from an outdoor concert h 
in front of Todd Hall Upon hearm 
the music interfering with OU 
discussion, piofesSor/ t eroy Antais 
dismissed the ,class; stating that he 
 to compete With  people whO' 
had forgotten the purpose of a 
university' 
I, and a few other students ap-
proached the Student Activities 
Comm'ee with a complaint against 
their sc, eduling oif i concert at such i 
a pia,-i and time, In response. Scote 
Jackson (ASUpS Business Vice 
President) exret.ded his apologies, 
explaining that consideration had 
been given to the tact that classes 
were being held and the band wa s 
positioned for that reason in front of 
Todd Hall rather than near thet 
buildings with classrooms He argued 
that the noise which still reached the 
classrooms from that distance could 
have been ignored 
ttnfortunately he missed the point 
of our complaint It and the action 
of Anms, was not directed against the 
degree of disturbance caused by the 
noise, but against the violation in a 
principle - the violation of our right to 
hold an uninterrupted, concentrated 
class period My privilege of atten-
ding classes within an atmosphere 
onductive to learning was taken 
away trom me, infringed upon by the 
inconsiderate planning of the 
Student Activities Committee I lost 
an hour of class time which I had 
looked forward to, time which can 
never he replaced. I resent that theft 
and draw attention to the foolish in-
consideration of those who planned 
the event, in hopes that similar 
disturbances will not rem cur 
Heather Hotstetter 
The TRAIL is published weekly on 
Fridays during the academic semester 
by the Associated Students of the 
Unviersity of Puget Sound. Opinions 
expressed in the TRAIL are those of 
the author and do not necessarlity 
reflect the views of the students, 
faculty, administration or Puget 
sound TRAIL staff. The yearly sub-
scription rate is 55.50. Our offices are 
located in Room 214 of the Student 
Union Building. 
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ARTS -ENTERTAINMENT 
The Lark--- Last show this season 	 The Road to Musician's Hell 
The Lark a play based on ST Joan 
of Arc-her life, her trial, her martyr-
dom-wraps up the 1976-77 season of 
the Inside Theatre. Performances are 
set for May 6-7 and 12-14 at 8 p.m. in 
Jones Hall 
Set in a tourtroom where all the 
significant scenes of Joan's life are 
acted out for the judges and the 
rw 	 audience, this production of Jean 
Ade1phiap 
Auditions 
Currently enrolled students. Here 
is the chance to become a part of one 
of America's great singing 
organizations! 
Auditions for the 1978 Adelphian 
Concert Choir will be held on 
Saturday, May 14 at 10:30 a.m in 
Room 102 of the music building. Be 
prepared to sing a song that will best 
show your voice. You are requested 
to bring an accompanist if possible 
If it is not possbile, one will be 
available There will be openings in 
all sections. 
For further information, stop by 
the music office, or call 756-3253. 
RIVER TRIPS 
Special interest or vacation. Lot 
of time for extended and over-
night. Trip times range from 4 
days to 2 weeks. 
PRICES REASONABLE 
Padle, oar or motor power. 
Rivers include: Yampa, and Green 
of Utah and Snake of Idaho. your 
18 foot river raft is manned by In-
dian guides who know the river 
and much of the surrounding 
canyons. 
For more information call: 
CRUZ a 475-5247 
Anouilh's play is an adaptation by 
director Ric Tutor. 
Tutor has combined material from 
the Christopher Fry translation and 
the Lillian Hellman version of The 
Lark to produce a novel but moving 
retelling of the well known story 
loan will be portrayed by Tamara 
Thorkelson. Also in the cast are Tom 
Brown. Charles Richardson. Rick 
The Wurst of P.D Q BACH(1807- 
1742; will be performed in Jacobsen 
Recital Hall in the Music Building on 
Wednesday, May 11 at noon, spon-
sored by Sigma Alpha Iota. 
Of the 20 odd children of I.S.Bach, 
P.D.Q. is usually regarded as the od-
dest. In the words of Professor Peter 
Schickele, "The uninitiated listener 
may find this music difficult to ap-
proach at first. For one thing, the in-
strumentation is not only archaic but 
irresponsible. While his contem-
poraries were contributing to the 
development and evolution of 
various instruments, P.D.Q. was 
smothering others, as it were, in the 
cradle. This is known as retrograde 
motion. The road to musicians' Hell 
must be paved with P D.Q Bach 
compositions." 
The pieces to be played in this 
concert are from the Soused Period, 
when P.D.Q resided at Wein am 
Rhine, and from the final period of 
his life, the Contrition Period. They 
are; The Schleptet in E Flat Major, 
s.o., The Ground Rounds, Madrigal, 
My Bonnie Lass she Smelleth and the 
Cantata, Iphigenia in Brooklyn, 
5.53162. 
Tickets are a mere $ 50, to help 
cover rental costs of the music. So 
bring your lunch and have a good 
laugh this Wednesday at noon 
McNutt, lames Lyles, Clinton Snyder, 
Dave Haygood, Cecil Koontz, Nora 
Douglass, Sherrill Kelso, Bob Martin, 
Cass Vaivados and many other UPS 
students. The sets and costumes are 
designed by professor Jerry Allen 
Tickets are $3 and may be ob-
tained in advance by telephoning 
756-3329 between 1 and 5 p.m. daily .  
My tenure here at the TRAIL is winding slowly to an 
end, so I am going to take this opportunity to ramble 
aimlessly, and reveal some unknown songwriters and 
musicians that deserve some recognition. By this I do not 
mean Kalapana. 
I would like to just say a few short words about the 
great "sleeper" (in more ways than one) of the music 
business, Mr. Randy Newman. Few people have heard 
about him, or heard his songs except the song "Redneck" 
(don't be offended Redneck Randy) which is an unfor-
tunate exercise in poor taste. Randy is  a perceptive and 
imaginative songwriter with  a fiercely sarcastic sense of 
humor. He also wrote "Mama Told Me Not To Come" 
which was a good song until Three Dog Night drove it into 
the ground. 
His best album is Randy Newman/Live, on Warner 
Repreise. Every song is a gem, and if you buy this album 
you will soon be singing along helplessly. 
Side One 
Mama Told Me Not to Come-About a poor innocent's first 
party. 
Tickle Me-What to do when you can't think of anything to 
say to your blind date 
I'll Be Home-Tear Jerker No.1 
So Long Dad-What do you say to your pa when you bring 
home your future wife? 
Living Without You-Tear lerker No. 2 
Last Night I Had a Dream-Dreams often have everyone 
you know all together at once, and things get wild! 
I Think Its Going To Rain Today-This one will make you 
cry. 
Side Two 
Lover's Prayer-Randy just wants God to send him someone 
to love .  
Maybe I'm Doing It Wrong-Can you guess? If you have to 
think about it, you probably are .  
Yellow Man-Tongue in cheek about how our eastern 
comrades are a lot like us .  
Old Kentucky Home-Nonsense number about country 
boy .  
Cowboy-How does it feel to be a cowboy in the twentieth 
century .  
The Fat-Boy circus barker plugs his main act. 
Davy. 
Lonely At The Top-Randy bemoans all the fame and 
money that is invading his life. (Ha! Ha!) 
Go see Hoyt Axton May 11 with Washington's own Sky 
Boys .  
VIKA 
System of the Week 
Come hear our all-Yamoho 
system! 
Yamaha CR-400 AM/FM 
receiver 
Yamaha NS-2 speakers !pool 
Yamaha YP-450 turnlable 
Complete: $599 
Let Lakewood Villa Stereo 
Introduce You To Quality Component Stereo! 
Bring your questions about stereo to Lakewood Villa Stereo We have 
Tacoma's largest selection of quality stereo components bocked-up by our 
own on-the-premises Service Department. You'll like the way you're treated 
when you visit We'll take the time to answer your questions and help you 
choose the right equipment! 
4$ 
LAKCIN000 VILLA PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER PHONE: JU2-34100 
10323-B Plaza Drive Southwest Tacorne, Washington 98499 
Rich Little 
is coming 
Mark french/Music Notes 
Randy Newman-- 
the great music sleeper 
He's Richard Nixon - John Wayne - Frank Sinatra - John Denver - Clark 
Gable and he's coming to Tacoma! It's  a hilarious evening with comedian, im-
pressionist Rich Little. Friday, May 6, 8 p.m. at the UPS Fieldhouse. Opening 
the show is Kalapana from Hawaii 
In his concert appearances, Little zooms through at least three dozen im-
pressons in a single show. selecting them from his repertoire of over 160 
carricatures He merges both comedy and song throughout the evening. and 
pays tribute to former stars like Humphrey Bogart and Clark Gable in well-
placed nostalgic segments of his act. 
Born and raised in Ottawa. Canada. Little began doing impressions at the 
age of 14. performing them for friends at school 
Little, along with his wife, Jeanne. writes most of his material He gears his 
act toward the specific audience he is entertaining, varying it slightly depen-
ding on whether he's apeparing on a college campus, at a state fair. or in a 
,major night club. 
Almost all of the personalities who Rich imitates have reacted positively to 
his impressions Even former President Richard Nixon has seen and heard 
Rich's satirical portrayal of him The former President actually invited Rich to 
the Western White House in San Clemente after seeing him perform 
"I attempt to literally get into all the characters  I do. actually trying to 
become them for a few minutes," Little said "It's  a lot more effective to do 
impressions from the inside looking out, rather than the other way around " 
Rich also has an unending list of TV credits. His first series was ABC's "Love 
on a Rooftop", then "Kopy Kats" and "The lulie Andrews Show" He has 
roasted celebrities on "The Dean Martin Show" and performed impressions on 
top variety programs like "The Carol Burnett Show" and "The Perry Como 
Show". Rich has also appeared on every nationwide talk show 
Tickets are 55.00 and available at the Bon Marche. Tacoma. Fidelity Lane 
and Campus Music in Seattle. The program is an ASUPS concert presentation. 
BOB'S TOTUM MARKET 
Hours - Daily 7 AM-2 AM 
Sunday 7 AM- Midnite 
Your Neighborhood Food Center 
6th & Proctor Ave. 
TRAIL SPORTS 
Thompson, Schulman should be shot, Seattle the worst isn't over! 
By MIKE PUCKETT 
Okay people, what's the consensus around here; did Seattle do the right 
thing in "giving away" Tony Dorsett or do you feel like most of the NFL 
coaches (with the exception of Tom Landry) that the Seahawks possibly 
just blew their chance in a lifetime. 
Minnesota Viking Coach Bud Grant said "I don't understand it at all. 
Second round picks are chancy and you don't win with quantity, but quality. 
Most people felt Dorsett was the premier player in the draft--similar to (0.1.) 
Simpson several years ago." 
What Grant was refering to was the trade that the Seahawks made with the 
Dallas Cowboys on the eve of the draft. Dealing away their number two draft 
choice in the first round to the southern club, Seattle in turn received Dallas' 
first round pick (14th), and three second round choices, So instead of the nor-
mal five players that the Seattle club should have come up with after five 
rounds, the Seahawks produced nine names on their scratch pads. 
The net results follow:Steve August-offensive tackle--6-4--243-Tulsa; Tom 
Lynch-offensive guard-6-5-260-Boston College; Terry Beeson-Linebacker-6-
2-240--Kansas; Pete Cronan-linebacker-6-2-238--Boston College; Dennis Boyd-
-Defensive End-6-6-245-Oregon State; John Yarno-Center-6-5-245-Idaho; 
Larry Seivers-wide receiver-6-4-204--Tennessee. 
The Hawk also received via trade Geoff Reece a center from the Los 
Angeles Rams, Duke Fergerson a wide receiver from Dallas and Bill Sandifer a 
defensive tackle from San Francisco. They also lost linebacker Ed Bradley (one 
of the Seahawks tri-captains in 76) via trade 
Reece, a Washington State graduate, prepped at Cascade High School in 
Evergreen. 
After the first day dealing Seattle's general manager John Thompson was 
pleased. "This may happen only once in a franchise's history." Thompson is 
probably right. For most other franchises, it has happened only once, the next 
year there wasn't a team in town 
Personally, the Dorsett deal makes me sick! I possibly could have over-
poked the wheeling and dealing had the Seahawks (the worst defensive team 
in the NFL last year) chosen a defensive player as their number one draft 
choice, and then backed that pick up with a top flight running back or two 
But Thompson said no and instead is seemingly looking forward to building 
up an awesome offensive power, airwise that is. 
Good luck John. My personal outlook for the '77 season is a lot of 43-42 
scores, with Jim Zorn logging more airtime than a Boeing 747. 
• 
Since this seems to be the right day for me and my gripes 
 I might as well turn 
my attention to another Seattle squad, the Supersonics. 
Sam Schulman, pull your head out You're doing it all wrong. You should be 
following the example that the Portlan Trailblazers set, with one exception keep 
the coach .  
Not only has Schulman done the impossible in getting Northwest fans stirred 
up about the possible departure of general manager and head coach Bill 
Russell, but slowly and surely is destroying his own front office (Did he have a 
house guest named Charlie 0 earlier this year?) 
Tuesday afternoon, assistant general manager Bob Walsh announced he 
will no longer be with the Sonics. His reasons for leaving: simple enough He 
came with Russell and now that Russell is leaving he feels that there is no 
longer a position open for him 
If the Sonics do hire another coach, it will more than likely happen within 
the next few weeks and top prospects include University of Los Vegas Nevada 
coach Jerry Tarkanian and Sonic's assistant coach Bob Hopkins. Seattle folks 
favor Hopkins for the job. They also want Schulman to make a move that 
would at least get part of he support he lost back, that being trade Tom 
Burelson. I'll go even farther an suggest that they dump Slick with him 
ft 	 * 
Closer to home, I'll turn my attention to the Tacoma Twins. Finally made it 
out to my first game of the season and typical of my actions, it was either fit 
for Eskimos and igloos. The Twins won however, displaying some fantastic 
hitting power and good pitching 7-2. The victim the Hawaii Islanders. Not too 
many people attended the game, around 1,400 (1,200 were season ticket 
holders, the other 200 got in free) but they were definitely your die-hard 
baseball fans. Who else would have gone to a game in conditions like that 
Just like the ads in the paper say, going to a Twins game is a real bargin. The 
ticket prices are not sky high and you get a good feeling, being right down on 
the field with the players. They actually look full size and not like ants in some 
stadiums I know (hint). 
• • 
I did get one break at the Twins game last night. I found out that the UPS-
PLU game was going to be held in no-other than the Seattle Kingdome. With an 
estimated crowd-draw of 20,000 people the effort will be jointly sponsored by 
both schools. 
More info on this breaking tidbit in the May 29th issue of the TRAIL. 
This has ben Mike Puckett speaking of sports (eat your heart out Howard). 
Bowman clarifies Women's Athletic Department problems 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following letter from Women's Athletic Director Dawn 
Bowman came about after she received a letter from Mrs. Doris Johnson con-
cerning the article which appeared in the April 1st issue of the TRAIL. Mrs. 
Johnson has a daughter currently attending Lakes High School and very active 
in the school's track and cross country programs. Her daughter was very en-
thused about the possibility of going to UPS upon her graduation from high 
school, but is afraid that there will be no athletic programs for her to participate 
in. This letter is in reply to Mrs. Johnson. 
Dear Mrs. Johnson, 
Thank you very much for your concern over the programs provided for the 
women student-athletes at the University of Puget Sound. 
At UPS we are attempting to provide a program of intercollegiate athletics 
for women based upon the needs, interests and capacities of the individual 
student within the educational framework. 
At present the average number of sports offered by colleges and universities 
across the nation with similar student body enrollements of 300 undergraduate 
women and less is 3 At UPS we offer 7 intercollegiate teams and the 
possibility of innumerable sport clubs Those teams offered in the fall are 
cross country and volleyball, the winter season holds basketball, skiing and 
swimming and during the spring semester tennis and crew occur. Those women 
who do not find their niche in these diverse areas may form sport clubs and/or 
are welcomed by the programs offered uniquely in men's athletics. Currently 
there is one sport club, softball, and two women are working with the men's 
teams in golf and track. It is obvious that it has not been the intent of the 
women's athletic department to limit the opportunities for women in sports. 
In the department we currently have only 2 full time faculty members, 
Roberta Wilson and myself, and 1 staff person, Ev Goldberg. Roberta and I 
carry the bulk of the physical education course offerings in addition to the 
women's athletics responsibilities. This is more than ambitious by any stan-
dards. For example, with the two sports that I coach, cross country and ten-
nis, two-a-day workouts and weekend practicies are common on top of the 6 
months of competitions with sometimes up to 4 competitive events per week, 
The University of Puget Sound's baseball team moved to within two games 
from first place in the Northern Pacific League when they grabbed both games 
of a doubleheader from Gonzaga University here at Burns field last weekend 
The Loggers, spured by the right arm of pitcher Rick BArnhart and a three-
run homer by Dan Naranjo in the bottom of the fourth, managed to eek out a 
9-8 victory over the Zags in the first meeting. 
The second contest was all Loggers as the UPS squad opened big with a four-
run second inning and junior lefthander Tim Parker made those runs stand up 
for a 5-1 victory. 
The pair of losses for Gonzaga dropped the Eastern school into a tie for first 
place with Portland STate and spices up this afternoon's rematch when the 
Loggers again face the Zags on Gonzaga's home diamond.  
many of which entail driving an average of 300 miles. In addition to this I must 
somehow find time to prepare for and teach the 7 additional classes in 
physical education. The rest of the staff has schedules very similar to this one 
and I simply cannot request them to take on additional burdens. 
The capacity of the institution to support successful teams is limited also by 
the size of the population of student-athletes to draw from, the type of student 
experience in sport and the facilities. As a national championship competitior 
in cross-country and track in addition to being an experienced coach I cannot 
realistically predict a meaningful track and field experience for the women at 
UPS. Historically, it has been only within the past 3 years that anyone has been 
vaguely interested. A trial team was initiated last year with full departmental 
support and it was quite frankly not at the varsity intercollegiate sport level or 
potential. This year for the organizational meeting only 6 women turned out 
and of that group only one has continued to work out I know that a coach 
could beat the bushes and round up perhaps 8 relatively competitive track 
women, however, at the collegiate level with 18 events per meet this simply 
would not meet the minimum requirements for a team. Rather than impose an 
impossible task upon the student-athletes and the coach we have chosen to 
concentrate our running talents in cross country. 
I am certain that the nature of the cross country program will challenge 
Dianne. The AIAW Region IX competition is the strongest in the nation and 
year-round training is very demanding. Dianne will find much interest and 
reinforcement on campus since approximately 50% of the students and 
faculty are actively involved in training programs. 
Sport is very important in the life of the UPS student. I should think however 
that their primary purpose for being here would lie in the educational aspects 
of the institution. No one ever came to UPS because of what was the women's 
track program and it seems that cutting from the program that which was 
never in existance would not radically affect the relative merits of an in-
stitution. 
I hope the best for Dianne wherever she may pursue her goals. I should like 
very much to have her join the other fine student-athletes in our program. 
Perhaps I will "run into her" at the Sound to Narrows Run, June 4. Until then if 
there is any manner in which  I amy be of further assistance please do not 
hesitate to let me know. 
Sincerely, 
Dawn Bowman 
Women's Athletic Director 
For UPS, things weren't quite cheery last weekend as head coach lack McGee 
was found going to his bench quite often during the afternoon. 
Leftfielder Ralph Oliver, who batted 12-18 in his last five games, jammed a 
thumb in the opener of Saturday's twin bill against Idaho and sat out most of 
this weekend's action. He did however manage to produce a single in two at-
tempts at the plate in the opening game of the Gonzaga contests. 
Centerfielder John LaCross suffered a concussion from a collision with 
Gonzaga's shortstop in the sixth inning of the opener and got through only two 
innings of the second tilt before the pains were too much. 
Two other Loggers were also hit hard. Scott Forbes who already had a 
busted nose to his credit, injured his knee in the opener and played the rest of 
the afternoon like a lame duck. Shortstop Rico Barlow was a spectator after a 
Saturday collision at third base. 
Close doesn't count 
By MATT McCULLY 
It would be nice if "Close" coun-
ted in tennis, especially after a more 
than 300 mile drive to get to that 
position. 
"That's a long way to drive to not 
win the match, - coach Dawn 
Bowman said of the university of 
Puget Sound women's tennis team's 
5-4 loss to Washington State Univer-
sity in Pullman last Saturday. 
And the score doesn't even in-
dicate how close the Loggers Came. 
With the match tied at four, the 
No 1 doubles match became the 
decider. After splitting the first two 
'sets, Loggers Michelle Prince and 
Jane Zielske fell behind 1-5 in the 
third. 
But the duo charged back with five 
straight games to take a 6-5 edge, and 
grabbed a quick 40-Love lead to give 
them three match points in game 12. 
But the Cougars made a final rush, 
winning that game and going on to a 
10-8 marathon overtime victory, for 
the team decision. 
Zielske, in straight sets, and Debi 
Swank, in three sets, were singles 
winners for UPS, while Lynn Ellen 
Johnson with Carolyn Hinckley, and 
Swank with Zelda Zabinsky, cap-
tured straight set doubles wins for the 
Loggers that brought them back from 
a 2-4 deficit. 
Last year the Loggers dropped a 3-6 
decision to WSU, and coach Dawn 
Bowman termed Saturday's match 
"an improvement but a disappoint-
ment.' 
"We are losing too many of our 
tnree-set matches," she assessed, 
"which I feel is a matter of concen-
tration more than conditioning." 
The Loggers will put that concen-
tration to the test today at 2:30 p.m. 
in a home match with Seattle U. Next 
Monday they face UW in a final 
regular season match before the Arei -
Tournament next Friday and Satur-
day, May 13th and 14th 
Loggers moved to within two games of first 
SPORTSWORLDI 
with TY MORRIS 
Tune in with Ty, Sunday at 6:15 
when he talks with Jimmy Gabriel 
of the Seattle Sounders Soccer 
Club on KUPS' Sportsworld. 
Sailors Win Spring Regatta 
The UPS sailing team won the 
Skagit Valley Spring Regatta in 
Mount Vernon last weekend, beating 
the host school by just two points. 
Going into the final C division race 
Skagit was ahead by 1/4 ooint. but 
UPS' Shelley Woolf and Colete 
McInerney won that race and Skagit 
finished third Woolf won her 
division with a total of eight points. 
just 'h point ahead of Western's 
Mac Cooper 
Skagit's Dean Headstrom finished 
with five firsts and a second in the B 
division, taking honors for the best 
skipper in the regatta DAve STevens 
with Woolf crewing was second in 
the B division, In the A division com-
petition was close, but again UPS 
came out ahead, with Janet BAxter 
and McInerney winning the division 
Warm weather, sunshine, and 
steady but light winds made the 
regatta a popular one for contrestan-
ts in the regatta, which is 
traditionally held for the smaller 
schools at the Northwest  Inter-
collegiate Yacht Racing Association. 
Final scores were UPS- 31 1/4; Skagit-
33 1/4; Western-39 3/4. 
NWICYRA Championships were 
held April 30 -May 1 at WEstern 
Washington STate College in 
BEllingham UPS sent four sailors to 
the event to race 420 dinghies on 
Lake Whatcom Strong competition 
was expected from University of 
Washington and University of British 
Columbia The schools are currently 
ranked number one and number 10, 
repectively, in North America. 
Ted Wilson and Dave Stevens sail to win. (Photo by Janet 
 Baxter) 
And at District Championships 
AT 
• 
COUPON 
15% OFF 
ALL SERVICES AT 
GREAT HAIRCUTS' 
NORTH TACOMA & 
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GOOD THRU MAY 26, 1977 
VALUE 1/20 CENTS 
Call for an appointment 
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NORTH TACOMA 
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Janet Baxter and Colete McIner-
ney finished titth in the A division for 
UPS Ted Wilson and Dave STevens 
tied for third in the B division 
The team from UW, Carl Buchan. 
Carol Hyde. Brian Thomas, and 
LeeAnn Hobble will represent the 
Northwest district at the North 
American Collegiate Dinghy Cham-
pionships in Connecticut in June 
The team from Western will also 
travel to Connecticut for the North 
American team racing events. 
Western finished with a strong 
second at districts. The University of 
British Columbia was third. 
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SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
Johnson stabilizing force of women's team 
By MATT McCULLY 
With seven of the 12 players being freshmen this year, 
Logger net coach Dawn Bowman has to smile when the 
subject of the future of Unviersity of Puget Sound 
women's tennis comes up. Things certainly look bright. 
Still, the effect of graduation will be felt, as seniors 
Lynn Ellen Johnson, lane Zielske, and Zelda Zabinsky 
depart 
Johnson is a classic example of the kind of player a 
coach hates to say good-bye to 
"She has been a major stabilizing force in her four 
years here," Bowman praised, "not only in her own im-
provement but in her aid to the development of some of 
our younger players. 
"Lynn, Jane, and Zelda have all shown good leadership 
skills and helped pull the team together," she added. 
Hohgnson is a four-year letter winner at UPS who cap-
tains this year's Logger dozen, and has seen  a lot of 
changes in UPS tennis over that time 
"In the four years I have been here tennis has changed 
so much - the caliber of play, the structure of the program, 
and just the women involved," she expressed. 
One of those changes has been in the coaches, as 
Bowman last year replaced Coach McDonald, both per-
sonal friends of Johnson .  
"They have different philosophies, and I've really lear-
ned a lot from each of them," she assessed. "I've learned 
the importance of feeling good mentally and physically 
about what I am doing; to be proud of being  a 
 woman 
athlete." 
This year's entire Logger squad has reason to be proud, 
sporting a 7
sporting a 7-6 record despite the youth of the program and 
the playes Johnson, an Elementary Educatino major, is 5-
5 in the number four singles slot, and is currently un-
defeated with doubles partner Carolyn Hinckley. 
"This is really an extraordinary team," she said, "in that 
we all get along so well It makes me feel really lucky and 
proud. The fact that we're doing well is nice also," the 
Longview native added. 
Coach Bowman jokingly interpreted that closeness as  a 
result of the team taking their road trips packed into her 
van, but then more seriously attributed the cohesiveness 
in part ot the role Johnson has played as team captain. 
Looking ahead, Johnson said, "I'm really going to miss 
playing competitively. It will really seem wierd."  ' 
And it will he wierd for UPS tennis not ot have the 
steady Johnson around, also 
Olotoa to Nationals 
Two University of Puget Sound 
trackmen, Frank Olotoa and Brian 
Brouillet captured individual cham-
pionships while several other UPS 
members placed in the top five 
finishers in their events at the Arnie 
Pelluer twilight tract meet at Eastern 
Washington State in Cheney this past 
weekend. 
Olotoa, a senior, unleashed a 179-5 
toss in the 166 pound hammer throw 
as he busted the school record by 
nearly 16 feet; a record he just set 
last week. 
Not only was this mark good for 
first place and a record, but it also 
helped Olotoa qualify for the NCAA 
II nationals to be held later this mon-
th as he went 13 feet beyond the 
standard. 
Brouilllet garnered his champion-
ship as he outdistanced the field in 
the 3000 meter steeplechase with 
 a 
time of 9:26. 
Logger runners, Jim Smith and Rich 
McCann • placed third and fourth in 
the six mile run with times of 31:14.4 
and 31:25 0 respectively. 
Randy Moon was the only other 
UPS participant to pierce the top 
three places as he tied for third in the 
120 high hurdles with a time of 15.0, 
four tenths of a second off the win-
ning time 
Don Greco and Steve Minor were 
the two remaining Loggers to place at 
the meet Greco finsihed fifth in the 
mile with a time of 4.15 7 while Minor 
finished fifth in the two mile with 
 a 
time of 9:37 
The UPS sailing team finished 
fourth at district championships held 
last Saturday at Western Washington 
State College in Bellingham The 
regatta was won by the University of 
Washington who won 11 of the 12 
races sailed in light and moderate 
winds on Lake Whatcom 
Unclassified 
/ or Sale - Pool table, complete accessories, one-
piece slate, built-in point-counters. Excellent 
Condition. $400 or best offer. Call Mark at 627. 
8041. 
Typing - call Nancy - 572-2097. 
Typing by %nice. Reasonable, accurate, fast ser-
vice. Call 472-9713 
Contact lens wearers, save on your supplies, send 
13c stamp for price list. Contact lens Supply Cen-
ter, 341 E. Camelback. Phoenix, Arizona 85012. 
Teachers wanted: West and other states. 
Placements since 1946. Bonded, Southwest 
Teachers Agency Box 4337, Albuquerque, NM 
87012. 
Typing of any kind. Dependable. Call 564-2982 
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE 
Silver Springs Restaruant & Disco 
Grand Opening 
Grand Opening - May 10, 1977 
Thirty jobs available: waiters, waitresses. cocktail 
waitresses, hosts bartenders. cooks, busboys. 
dishwashers, maids, misc. kitchen help. 
lob benefits include use of resort facilities, i.e 
heated pool, horseback riding, new low cost em-
ploye housing. Near Crystal Mt. & Mt. Rainier 
For interview call (206)663-2238. 
IMPORT ANT STUDY ABROAD ANNOUN 
CEMENT Applications now being accepted for 
Summer 1977 and Academic Year 1977-78 for 
Moscow. Leningrad. London. Paris. Dijon, Nice. 
Salamanca. Vienna, Florence. Rerugia, Geneva.  
Copenhagen. Amsterdam All subjects for all 
students in good standing Accredited university 
courses 4. 6, 8-week Slimmer terms or quarter 
semester. full year terms Summer from $710 
Year term from $1590 Contact CENTER FOR 
FOREIGN STUDY, S/AY Admission - Dept M. 216 
State/Box 606, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 (1131 
6625575 
Spring Weekend schedule 
Here is the schedule for Spring Weekend: 
May 6 - Friday Afternoon 
4 - 6 p.m. - 
 Outdoor Country Blue Grass Concert 
featuring "Bill Good For Shoot Luke" Bring dinners out-
side to the Todd Quad 
8 p.m - 
 Rich Little and Kalapana Concert. 
May 7 - Saturday 
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. - 
 Logger Day Games. 
12:30- 5 p.m. - 
 Jazz Festival - Todd Hall. 
4 - 6 p.m. - Outdoor Picnic. 
6:30- 7:30 p.m. - "Talent Fest". 
8:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m - Outdoor Dance - Todd Hall 
12:30 a.m. - Film Festival featuring: Vanishing Point and 
King of Hearts. 
Rivers speaks on Don Quixote 
The Foreign Languages department invited everyone to 
attend a talk by professor Elian Rivers, professor of 
Spanish at John Hopkins University an a visiting professor 
at the University of California, Berkeley. 
The topic will be "Talking and Writing in Don Quijote," 
on Friday, May 6, at 2 p m. in the McCormick room of the 
library. 
Rivers is one of America's most distinguished 
Hispanists, author of incisive contributions on 16th cen-
tury Spanish letters, exemplary editor of Golden Age 
works, and recipient of Guggenheim, Fulbright and NE H 
grants. This is his first visit to the Pacific Northwest. The 
talk will reflect Rivers' intense interest in written and oral 
traditions in Hispanic literature, a field he has explored in 
several published studies. 
This one's for real! 
Alderbrook setting for "this moment" 
The relaxed resort atmosphere of Alderbrook Inn is the 
setting for the final segment of a three-part weekend 
seminar series organized by the UPS office of Continuing 
Education this Friday and Saturday, May 6  - 7. 
The theme of "This Moment" in the perspective of the 
past and the future will be explored by chairmen Dr. John 
Magee with contributions by panel members Dr Harold 
Simonson, Mrs. Mary Kay (Hager) Long, and Dr. Robert 
Albertson 
The seminar will begin with dinner on Friday and will 
conclude at 4 p.m. Saturday. A seclected bibliography 
will be distributed to participants at registration for help 
in the major paper to be written during the weekend. 
Master calendar in preparation 
Associate Dean Frank Peterson and Assistant to the 
President Carolyn Patton are preparing the UPS master 
calendar for next year Chairperson, administrative per-
sonnel and program erectors are asked to contact them 
prior to lune 1 regarding scheduling events for their areas.  
A preliminary calendar will be available about June 15 
and the final draft has been rescheduled for September 
16. No events received after that date will be included on 
the printed calendar but, more important, it may not be 
possible to even hole. other events if there are or other ac-
tivity conflicts. 
riday, May 6 
I. ate Housing Registration, Housing Office, 1-4 p.m. 
UPS Women's Tennis vs Seattle University, home, 2:30 p.m. 
Inside Theater presents The Lark, 8 p.m. 
Rich Little & Kalapana, Fieldhouse, 8 p.m. 
Other Side of the Tracks: Okeh Doke String Band 
leremy's, Old City Hall: Airbrush 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Uppepo 
Orson Wells b. 1915 
Karl Marx b. 1818 
The During-After friday concert, short occupancy, pre-moving, Turner-Denno party, 1915 N. Fife 
Saturday, May 7 
Outdoor picnic, Todd Hall quad, 4-6 p.m. 
Talent Fest, Music Quad, 6:30-8 p.m. 
Outdoor dancing 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. 
Movies in the Music Quad, start at 12:30 a.m. 
Other Side of the Tracks: John Joseph/Steve Nebel 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Uppepo 
Tchaikowsky b. 1840 
Janis Ian b. 1951 
Sunday, May 8 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Seattle Jazz Society Nite 
Engine House: Open Mike 
Ricky Nelson b 1940 
Monday , May 9 
UPS Women's Tennis vs Western Washington State, 
Other Side of the Tracks: Jazzin' Together 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Solitarie 
Richie Furay b. 1944 
Tuesday, May 10 
Student Senate: 5:30 p.m., Library 
Other Side of the Tracks: Open Mike 
Fred Astaire b. 1899 
Wednesday, May 11 
Hoyt Axton and the Banana Band, Fieldhouse, 8 p.m 
German Film: Liebelei, 76:30 p.m. in Mc 
 I 006 
Other Side of the Tracks: Open Mike 
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Tropical Rainstorm 
Jeremy's Old Citgy Hall: Early Flight 
Eric Burden b. 1941. 
Thursday, May 12 
Other Side of the Tracks: Solitaire 
Bombay Bicycle Shop' Tropical Rainstorm 
Stevi. Winwood b 1948 
Friday, May 13 
Inside Theater Presents: The Lark, 8 p.m. 
Outdoor Pot and Print Sale, noon-5 p.m. 
Choral Concert- Mason United Methodist Church, 8:15 p.m 
Urban Studies Dept: Spring Fling and meeting, 1:30-6 p m 
Magic Dick b. 1945 
Mary Wells b. 1943 
Stevie Wonder b. 1950 
Other Side of the Tracks: Rachel Faro 
Bombay Bicycle Shop' Tropical Rainstorm 
Bellingham, 3:00 
Information needed for activities calendar 
Last chance resume workshop 
Are you a graduating senior who needs some last 
minute assistance with resume writing? If so, the Office of 
Academic Advising, Career Planning,and Placement will 
be sponsoring a Resume Writing Workshop on May 11, 
from 3 to 5 p.m. in Room 211 of the library. 
This workshop will cover the "how to's" and "how not 
to's" of this art, answer any questions, and spend time 
writing an actual resume. Interested freshmen 
sophomores, and juniors are also encouraged to attend. 
Learn about Washington state politics 
Senator Carol Monohan (Democrat, 19th District) will 
speak informally with students on various aspects of 
Washington State Politics and her experiences in the 
House of Represtatives and Senate Senator Monohan, a 
UPS undergraduate on leave from UPS Law School, will 
appear in the Beta Theta Pi living room Thursday, May 12 
at 7:30 p m. Following her short (15-20 min.) presentation, 
she will be available for questions All students invited. 
What to listen for on KUPS 
A schedule of KUPS music programming for the week 
of May 8 through May 16 ha been released. 
Sunday, May 8, 6 . 16 to 6:30: Sportsworld, an indepth in-
terview with a local sports celebrity. 11 p.m.: Classic 
Album House - lames Taylor Sweet Baby James. 
Monday, May 9 11 p.m.: New Album Preview 
 - To hi' 
announced. 
Tuesday, May 10, 11 p m New Album Preview - to be 
ext. 3158. 
Activities begin at 6 p.m. at the Huntsman. Be sure and 
get your reservations made. If you have any questins call 
Huntsman hosts Pi Chi Theta banquet 
Phi Chi Theta spring banquet will be on May 7, 1977 Show. 1 p.m.: New Album Preview  - To be announced. 
Ronstandt Prisoner in thsguise. 
announced. 
Thursday, May 12, 11 p.m: Classic Album Hour 
- Linda 
Saturday, May 14, 12 to 3 p.m Classical Music Show. 
Wednesday, May 11, 12 to 3 o m : Classical Music Do 
"freedom for Southern Africa day 
A broad range of groups and prominent individuals will 
sponsor 'Freedom for Southern Africa Day" on May 7. 
The focus of the day will be a public meeting to con-
demn the recent policies of the White minority gover-
nment of South Africa and to demand an end to United 
States support to these governments. The meeting will 
begin at 1:30 p.m and admission is free. 
A featured speaker will be Dr. Daniel Ncayiyana, a 
South African exile who will discuss from his own ex-
perience in South Africa the oppression faced by millions 
of blacks in that country 
The focus of the day will be a public meeting to con-
demn the facist policies of the white minority govern-
ments of Southern Africa and to demand an end to United 
States support to these governments. The meeting will 
begin at 1:30 p m in McIntyre 006 and admission is free.  
Bland speaks on "old" subject 
"Exploring the Mechasisms of Human Aging" will be 
the topic for the UPS thirteenth annual John D. Regester 
Lectire at 3 p m Saturday, May 14 in Kilworth Chapel. Dr 
Jeffery Bland of the chemistry department will discuss 
societal implications of aging and potential ways of inter-
vening in the process The lecture is free and open to the 
public and will be preceeded by a reception in Kilworth 
Chapel basement at 2 p.m. 
The ASUPS will again be using and putting out the 
yearly activities calendar 
The calendars are free to the ASUPS, but we must 
provide the publishers with all the pertinent information 
and the dates for the academic year (Sept. through May) 
of 1977-78. Every organization on camplus is asked to 
submit the appropriate dates and information on their 
sponsored events (Please send to Carol Anderson, ASUPS 
Office SUB205). Promptness (before the end of the 
semester) would be greatly appreciated 
